offering. Guildford is another town which has retained its historic feel whilst updating its retail offering and
maintaining the retail quality.
Wimbledon town centre is much smaller and has limited capacity for growth. We should be concentrating
on attracting quality retail offerings and small/independent retail offerings, giving opportunities to unique
small businesses - as suggested by the idea of mews developments (likened to the lanes in Brighton). It
does not matter how much retail space there is, it will not attract people if it is not pleasant to walk around
and does not have something different to offer the shopper.
* The plan to increase the size of Wimbledon's commercial space to achieve a Metropolitan Centre appears
to be an overdevelopment. Development over the railway lines will help to increase the commercial space.
However, the height of this development should be limited to 8 storeys.
* Heights should be limited to maximum 8 storeys. The suggestion of heights of 10 to 18 storeys will
destroy the nature of the town centre. It will totally remove the human scale refered to in the masterplan.
A formula should be used to protect existing low rise properties, especially residential properties so that
they are not overshadowed by overbearing new buildings. Such a formula could be that no building can be
more than 1 or 2 storeys taller than an adjoining building, especially existing residential buildings. This
would provide a gentle stepped approach to building heights and prevent stark, dramatic height changes.
* Public space - more public space is definitely welcome. However, existing poor air quality makes such
spaces unsafe to spend time in. Without tackling the air quality, outdoor public spaces will be more of a
health hazard than a benefit.
* Traffic management & air quality - the Masterplan needs to be far more ambitious in tackling air
quality/traffic management. The town centre needs to be pedestrianised in some way (eg as suggested by
the Wimbledon Society). This could start as pedestrianisation through the town centre on Sundays. It
would probably take many months for this to become widely known and start to attract people who want to
shop, meet and eat without pollution, and really be able to enjoy sitting outside in open spaces.
* Tall buildings exacerbate the problems of pollution and poor air quality, trapping pollution via the canyon
effect, causing micro-climates, wind tunnels, whirlwinds (as can be seen on the plaza opposite Colliers
Wood station). Tall buildings shade surrounding space, making it very cold in winter. This can already be
seen along 'Broadway East' where it is very cold walking along the pavement on a sunny winter's day.
* Broadway East should not continue to suffer from past poor planning decisions. The jumble of taller
buildings with little attractive detailing and design should not continue to set the precedent for future
buildings. It is a great shame the Premier Inn has just been built as this will again set a precedent for even
poorer design than many of the existing Broadway East buildings. Those of brick with some green
defensible space are less overbearing than those that abut the pavement and those of other materials.
Defensible space to the pavement should be a requirement. Quality materials should also be a
requirement. The same quality design guidelines should be applied in this area as in the town centre area
(St Georges Rd).
Despite the masterplan (P125) stating Broadway East has no dominant character, there are still stretches of
Victorian shopping parades with all the character and attractive detailing of this period. The design quality
should encourage a return to this attractive style of building.
* 14 (or more) storeys is far too tall for the YMCA development. Again this will set a precedent for this area
of the Broadway - will it be impossible for the Council to refuse other developments of this height or taller?
Broadway East already suffers from micro-climate effects of the existing tall buildings - it is extremely cold
in winter even when the sun is shining, apart from a few places where the sun can peak through gaps
between buildings. This has the potential to cause/retain ice on pavements which is a health hazard.
* Making comparisons with locations such as Brighton and Melbourne does not seem appropriate. The
footfall in these places must be much higher than that in Wimbledon. Any plans such as mews street
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